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CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF FAIRYTALE, MYTH AND EPIC
Monday 16th April 8pm Red Bead Woman, by Martin Shaw.
Mythologist Martin Shaw sits at the very edge of the fire. Here
a woman arises from a mare’s tale plant with red beads falling
from her mouth as she speaks, and a king’s son tied to the top
of the tallest pine tree, is slowly becoming a crow.
Down below the forest path splits into two. One path is that of
the sable. The other path is that of the bear. One is good. One
is very bad. Which one will you choose?
Enter a night of epic transformations.
‘An outrageous piece of magic’ David Abram

Monday 28th May. 8pm Tales of the Rabbit God, by Clare Muireann Murphy.
Down an oft-forgotten side-street, in the districts of desire, is
a shrine to the Chinese Rabbit God, Hu Tianbao. Here love and
gender are not tightly bound by rule, law or social expectation.
Clare Murphy stumbles into the Rabbit God’s court, looking
way beyond ‘boy meets girl’, she unearths a veritable sweet
shop selling every possible flavour of attraction and the myriad
nature of sexual identity.
‘For those thirsty for a different type of show this is a
must see’ Everything Theatre

Monday 18th June 8pm Crow. Blood. Snow., by Sally Pomme Clayton.
Crow was there at the beginning…
Crow warns of dangers, makes you fall in love, flies over the
battlefield, brings the dead back to life, keeps the memories,
counts time, waits for doom, is the echo of the land itself.
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Sally Pomme Clayton weaves forgotten folklore and fragments
of myth from Ireland to Italy, Scandinavia to Siberia – conjuring
dark and dangerous, Crow.
‘She delights in subverting her audience expectations’
The Independent

Tickets £10 (£8) Suitable for adults
(children 14+ unless otherwise stated)
Box office: 0207 478 0100
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